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Valentine's Day, 

also known as Saint Valentine's Day or the Feast of 
Saint Valentine, is a celebration observed on Febru-
ary 14 each year. It is celebrated in many countries 
around the world, although it is not a public holi-
day in most of them. 
     St. Valentine's Day began as a liturgical celebra-
tion of one or more early Christian saints named 
Valentinus. Several martyrdom stories were invent-

ed for the various Valentines that belonged to February 14, and add-
ed to later martyrologies. A popular hagiographical account of Saint 
Valentine of Rome states that he was imprisoned for performing 
weddings for soldiers who were forbidden to marry and for minister-
ing to Christians, who were persecuted under the Roman Empire. Ac-
cording to legend, during his imprisonment, he healed the daughter 
of his jailer, Asterius. An embellishment to this story states that be-
fore his execution he wrote her a letter signed "Your Valentine" as a 
farewell. 

The Chance to Change Your Life 
 

Your addiction has given you the opportunity to change your life. Changing 

your life is what makes recovery both difficult and rewarding. Recovery is 

difficult because you have to change your life, and all change is difficult, 

even good change. Recovery is rewarding because you get the chance to 

change your life. Most people sleepwalk through life. They don't think about 

who they are or what they want to be, and then one day they wake up and 

wonder why they aren't happy.  

 

If you use this opportunity for change, you'll look back and think of your ad-

diction as one of the best things that ever happened to you. People in recovery 

often describe themselves as grateful addicts. Why would someone be grate-

ful to have an addiction? Because their addiction helped them find an inner 

peace and tranquility that most people crave. Recovery can help you change 

your life. 
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I've spent a lot of my life envying what other people had, resenting I didn't have it too, and 
feeling I deserved it. I've always felt smarter, more talented, better looking, and more suited for the 
success I've seen others enjoying. I never understood why others seemed to have all the breaks 
until I entered recovery, and then I got a harsh lesson... 

As I started to share my feelings of entitlement with my sponsor, he began to ask me some 
difficult (for me!) questions. "Why didn't you stay in college?" he asked. "Money is in sales, not 
college," I answered. "If you think you'd be such a great actor, why haven't you taken acting 
classes?" "Ah, it's not what you know, it's who you know," I scoffed. After a while, he pointed out 
that I had all the answers except the one that mattered. 

It took me a long time before I could admit that perhaps the reason I wasn't successful was 
because I wasn't doing the things that successful people do. As childish as it may sound, I learned 
that the world wasn't waiting to give me things just because of who I thought I was. It took a while, 
but now I get it: 

If the grass is greener on the other side, it's because they are putting fertilizer on it! 
Michael Z 

Coming and GoingComing and Going  
 

Well, another holiday has passed 

and I managed to get through it with-

out picking up a drink or to even 

think about one. This is thanks to all 

my brothers and sisters in the God 

given program of A.A. 

The sad thing about the holidays, 

there’s always someone that goes out 

and others who are lucky enough to 

make it back. Those poor souls may 

not know it, but they are helping to 

keep me sober. When someone goes 

out we in the program say, “But for 

the grace of God, there goes I.” When 

they come back, we say “Thank you 

God, they are back.” I guess it’s al-

ways going to happen and that’s what 

keep me coming to meetings.  

I hope that this New Year when 

we pray, we remember our fallen 

brothers and sisters that they may find 

their way back.  

I’m so thankful for my new life 

which you have given me. 

Ernie P 
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Recovery requires complete honesty. 
 

You must be one-hundred percent completely honest with the people who are your supports: 

your family, your doctor, your therapist, the people in your 12 step group, and your sponsor. If 

you can't be completely honest with them, you won't do well in recovery.  

When you're completely honest you don't give your addiction room to hide. When you lie 

you leave the door open to relapse. 

One mistake people make in the early stages of recovery is they think that honesty means be-

ing honest about other people. They think they should share what's "wrong" with other people. 

But recovery isn't about fixing other people. It's about fixing yourself. Stick with your own re-

covery. Focusing on what you don't like about others is easy because it deflects attention from 

yourself.  

Honesty won't come naturally in the beginning. You've spent so much time learning how to 

lie that telling the truth, no matter how good it is for you, won't feel natural. You'll have to prac-

tice telling the truth a few hundred times before it comes a little easier. In the beginning, you'll 

have to stop yourself as you're telling a story, and say, "now that I think about it, it was more 

like this..."  

Show common sense. Not everybody is your best friend. And not everybody will be glad to 

know that you have an addiction or that you're doing something about it. There may be some 

people who you don't want to tell about your recovery. But don't be reluctant to tell the people 

close to you about your recovery. You should never feel ashamed that you're doing something 

about your addiction 

Learn to Relax - Steven Melimes 
 

There are only a few reasons why people use drugs and alcohol. They use to escape, relax, and reward them-

selves. In other words, people use drugs and alcohol to relieve tension. 

The first rule of recovery is that you must change your life. What do you need to change? You need to 

change the way you relieve tension. Everyone needs to escape, relax, and reward themselves. Those are essential 

coping skills for a happy life. But addicts don't know how to do those things without using.  

If you manage to stop using for a while, but don't learn how to relax, your tension will build until you'll have 

to relapse just to escape again. Tension and the inability to relax are the most common causes of relapse.  

I know relaxation will help. I have treated thousands of patients. Many of them have told me that relaxation 

has changed their life. There is only one reason why people don't relax – because they think they're too busy to 

relax. It goes something like this, "I know it makes sense, but I've got so many other things I have to do."  

Ask yourself how much time you spend on your addiction. If you add up all the time it takes to get your 

drug, use it, deal with its consequences, and plan your next relapse, you'll realize that relaxing for twenty to for-

ty minutes a day is a bargain.  

Relaxation is not an optional part of recovery. It's essential to recovery. There are many ways to relax. They 

range from simple techniques like going for a walk, to more structured techniques like meditation. Meditation is 

an important part of that mix because the simple techniques don't always work. If you're under a lot of stress, 

you may need something more reliable like meditation. Use any of these techniques, or any combination. But do 

something everyday to relax, escape, reward yourself, and turn off the chatter in your mind.  

Numerous studies have proven that relaxation reduces the use of alcohol, tobacco, and marijuana. 
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The way to make a mountain out of a mole hill is to add dirt 
 

Before recovery, anything that went wrong – or didn't go my way – easily became an impending disaster.  

Toothache?  Must be a root canal.  Boss not smiling?  Probably going to get fired.  Left to myself, my inces-

sant negative thinking was quick to add dirt to any mole hill until the mountain of imaginary evidence over-

whelmed me.  
 

When I entered recovery, my sponsor was quick to point out a few tools I might find useful for my distorted 

thinking.  The first was, “One day at a time.”  “You’re not having a root canal, nor are you being fired today, 

are you?” he asked.  “No,” I grudgingly replied.  “Then take it easy,” he suggested.  Next, he taught me to 

“Take the next indicated action.”  Calling my dentist was a manageable action, whereas worrying endless 

about an imagined root canal wasn't.  Using these and other tools of recovery helped restore me to sanity. 



Thinking does  
control life’s  

outcome 
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Club Recovery 
Trustee Election 

Results 
 
Bill A—3 Years 
Bob R—3 Years 
John L—2 Years 
Sandy H—2 Years 
John H—1 Year 
Shelby H—1 Year 
George Mudge—1 Year 
Matt B—Alternate 
Beverly M—Alternate 

How hard am I working the Program? 
By John L (Editor) from the book ‘Narrow Is The Road To Recovery Vol 2’ 

In the working world we say “I got the job.” That’s all well and dandy, but you must be capable of “doing 

the job,” if you’re going to be successful in “keeping the job.” 

In the recovery world, we say, “I got sober.” That too, is well and dandy, but you must be able to “do sobri-

ety,” if you’re going to be successful in “keeping sobriety.” 

The huge difference is, you can always get another job, but in recovery, one never knows if the last slip 

was your last chance. Like the cat with 9 lives, we never know which recovery we’re in. I hear it all the time 

when someone dies as a direct result of alcoholism, “They tried so hard, but couldn’t stay sober.”  

Now comes the results of actually working the program. Work is not just giving “lip service,” or trying, 

just hard enough to keep a sponsor off your back. When we “work the program to the best of our ability or be-

yond our abilities, in most cases, we understand the phrase in the 12 & 12, “I had to admit that A.A. showed 

results, prodigious results.” 

Prodigious synonyms: enormous, huge, colossal, immense, vast, great, massive, gigantic, mammoth, tre-

mendous, inordinate, monumental. 

The Big Book also states, “When I stopped living in the problem and began living in the answer, the prob-

lem went away.” 

The hard work comes with the forgiveness of others which leads to forgiveness of ourselves and that’s the 

goal. We want to remove all guilt and shame, especially in those deep dark places that only we have seen.  

Long term sobriety is possible with the guidance of a good sponsor and working a 12 step program. 

In Mark 11:25 - And whenever you stand praying, forgive, if you have anything against anyone, so that 

your Father also who is in heaven may forgive you your trespasses.” 

God forgives everything so why can’t I, especially when it’s me who will reap the rewards of being Happy, 

Joyous, and Free. 

“JUST DO IT!” 



DISCLAIMER: Club Recovery News is a monthly publication of Club Recovery Inc. It is about, by and for members or anyone in recovery from addiction. Opinions expressed 
herein are not to be attributed to Club Recovery. Publication of an article does not imply endorsement by Club Recovery News. 
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MEETINGS AT MEETINGS AT   

CLUB RECOVERY:     CLUB RECOVERY:      
SUNDAY:    9:00am—Keep It Simple Group 
                    6:00pm—First Thought Wrong Group—AA—OD 
MONDAY:  12:00pm—Our Primary Purpose—AA—OSD 
   6:00pm—Resentment Group—AA—OD 
   8:00pm—First Thought Wrong Grp—AA 
TUESDAY:  12:00pm—Sober Nooner’s—AA—OD 
   5:00pm—Overeaters Anonymous—OA 
      6:00pm—Resentment Group—AA—OD 
   6:00pm—Woman’s Way 12 Steps—AA—WOMEN 
   8:00pm—First Thought Wrong Grp—AA 
WEDNESDAY: 12:00pm—Twenty-Four Hours A Day Grp—AA—O  
   6:00pm—Resentment Group—AA—OD 
   6:00pm—Spiritual Meeting 
   8:00pm—First Thought Wrong Grp—AA 
THURSDAY:  12:00pm—Resentment Grp—As Bill See’s It—AA—O 
   6:00pm—Resentment Group—AA  
                         8:00pm—First Thought Wrong, Beginner’s—AA                       
FRIDAY:  12:00pm—Sober Nooner’s—AA—OD 
        6:00pm—Living Sober with a Resentment—AA—O 
 10:00pm—FTW Group—Open Discussion 
SATURDAY:  10:00am—Easy Does It—AA  
                          6:00pm—Resentment Group—AA 
                             8:00pm—First Thought Wrong Grp—AA—OD  

SOBER  
ANNIVERSARY’S 

 

Any group or individual can be listed in our 

newsletter. 
 

Send list early in the month to: 
NEWS@CLUBRECOVERY.ORG 

 

You do not have to be a member of Club 

Recovery to have your anniversary listed. 

First Thought WrongFirst Thought Wrong  

SPEAKER MEETINGSSPEAKER MEETINGS  
 

           1st Saturday, Feb 6th at 8:00pm 
                      Bob R & Mindy P 

          3rd Thursday Feb 18th at 8:00pm 

                 Rick C & Marisol 

MEETING NEWS 
NEW MEETINGS: 

     Tuesday 6:00 Woman’s Way Through The 12 Steps—AA-WOMEN 

ANNIVERSARIES: 
 
Resentment Group 
 Billy W ................................................. 16 
 Evan G ................................................   3 

Sober Nooners Group    
     Jeanine ............................................... 14 


